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Valhalla speaks Thor
Valhalla speaks Thor
We sight a possible one
target of high value
Thor this is the Valhalla
We are confirming Identity
of target traveling in Convoy
And we are sending but support to them
They contact with loki and they come
to the recognition
Loki speaks Thor
Target located in coordinates
...1-2-4-5...
...67389.
They confirm visual Contact
VerYesying Identity
- Sensorial infrared in line.
- Confirming White
SecDef arriving
Mr. Secretario this way, Gentleman
- Trying to contact cellular
- Preparing aliemantacion of the sign
Preparing For audio. Already this
You do not say to me that you caught a beard
in a sand storm
It really is?
We are confirming everything
Sir
Sir, I have audio
- VerYesying voice landlord
- What do we have sergeant?
- Four men
One speaks Raksani dialect
that it corresponds to the one of Al-khoei
Sir, this CORRESPONDS here
I am not going to say this to him to the President
The company and the NCTC they think that it is
the target by the English information
They left the highway
Yes it is it leaves its hiding place
every two years maximum
Target appearing
in North corner.
There is AK-57, RPG
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and guided projectiles.
In a field of
training Mr. Secretary.
CORRESPONDENCE:
Recommendation:
- It even recommends to abort.
- But,there is no information
What suggests we do, Sir?
It is a hiding place of arms?
No. The stones around are Five Props
of the Islam.
I believe that is a funeral.
For the God's love.
Whichever ways of violaria this
the Convention of Geneva?
We can invoke "Hors de Combat"
There is no information that says
that this is a funeral.
We have the president
in Air Force 1
We have an identification of 51 % of
Majid Al-Khoei
The bad news is that
possibly this in a funeral
Also we have one
recommendation to abort
But the General Staff says
that we attack.
What do you recommends?
Recommendation:
TO ABORT MISSION.
Gentleman...
we try to avoid the collateral damage.
With 51 % of probabilities...
...the risk is too high.
And Yes it is Al-Khei and one leaves,
I put in risk our people.
It has green light.
Thanks, Mr. President
Loaded arms!
Loki, has permission to attack.
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IT BASES ANDREWS
MARYLAND:
We have the control of
MQ-9 REAPER.
- Received Coordinates.
- Changing to infrared sensor.
Laser aiming at the target.
Armed pumps.
Sent missiles.
TOTAL CONTROL.
They must decide, friendly.
What are going to be?
Boys...
...or men?
- I leave.
- Why?
Because I am broken.
- And Yes you have something fantastic?
- Kwame made a pair.
- I take those of losing.
- Not you.
I am going to leave later with my fiancee.
You are going to leave with your fiancee?
Who is she?
- Elaine?
- Yes.
They go already a little bit going out:
How long?
A pair of months.
Two months it is much.
They already lay down?
More or less.
What does it mean?
- Personal Question.
- What you are going to do tonight?
Fish and Cocaine?
To rent a romantic comedy
to go to breast house
to sit down in the sofa?
How do you know?
This is what you always do: Do you
know that you should do?
To put money to the matter and to treat
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well your girl.
Take it to a good place, like The Red Lobster.
Table cloths, smooth music
You forget the one to rent the video.
The girls like going out Especially
if they are nice.
They want they see that them.
You take it to the cinema.
Him purchases popcorn and a refreshment.
Perhaps Elaine wants a sausage
and nachos. The purchases.
Suddenly, this rrimando itself to you
much more that in house of its breast.
Now Gino Rosemary walks
with pride with Elaine Jalamipene...
because she dared to dream itself today
and to become a man.
And that is what this in
the table. This it is the dream.
Are you a man?
- In agreement.
- There we go.
$20?
The payment.
Cattle envelopes I roast
- Didn't you wait yourself for it?
- You neither.
Four bullets, heart.
- You manipulated to me!
- Like that is the thing
- And the red lobster?
- Handle to go to here of breast
It saves you $40 and Elaine doesn't
go to needy medicine of herpes.
I finish the rest, dummys.
Freitag did not come. Somebody goes
to work in the separator.
Tomorrow them dare an opportunity
to recover this. Diviertanse.
Welcome to Copy Cabin
What does she want?
- I could not pass main manu
- That machine of there?
Step the card to the left?
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That is the problem it tries again.
Users of cellular, taken care of.
The FBi can hear everything what they say...
...until with the cellular one extinguished.
The authorities can activate the microphone
of the cell phone
allowing them to hear their conversations
According to the experts, only
it can avoid clearing the battery to them.
Street Union.
The doors have careful on.
Your key this?
Yes.
It is dYesficult to do that in a train!
PROCESSING TRANSACTION.
INSUFFICIENT BOTTOMS
Jerry?
Mrs Wierzbowski!
I thought that perhaps it was slept.
Yes, Yes.
But I have part of the rent here.
- Preferiria all.
- She is most
A dollar, a dollar, a dollar.
No, it watches. Here there is one of $5.
Where this the girl?
I see no longer it.
You already know that
she is the unique one for my
- I leave myself. List was put.
- Like others.
Yes.
- She is a friend?
- BREAST CALL.
Conversation.
You go if she gives you money for rent.
Hello, it sucks.
What?
I am not.
Six months without saying it did not even
chirp, no?
Yes, Sir.
Where were you this time?
In Alaska.
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And in Singapore.
I found a job there.
It calls to Stanford. It uses my influences
and they are going to you to accept again.
- Although you went away.
- They already spent 2 years, father
Jerry, it would not kill you to ask
for help occasionally.
- Do you want to speak about this now?
- He is in Stanford!
Do you want to speak about this now?
This good. Beam which you want
As always.
I always think that one day I am
going to return...
...and I am not going away to feel like
a stranger in my own house.
I do not want your money.
I do not find the keys and it comes late.
- I will have to arrive you.
- It is going to arrive.
We will wait 5 min.more but, Help me.
We arrive last night
It leaves the surpluses.
You lit the TV I was and I said: "Nothing of TV"
to you
It extinguishes it, I came here,
it listens to the messages
- You threw the telephone.
- I put and it in its place.
I put the scraps in the refri
Let's go!
Packing your vitamins
You do not forget to take.
- 2 in the morning and 2 in the night.
- And your inhaler...
- Sammy!
- Dady!
It was not going to me to lose the great one
goodbye! We go to the train.
- This must be your...
- Trumpet.
It weighs 90 kg:
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- Mr. and Mrs Holloman!
- Ms!
They hardly arrived. Give me that.
Listen to me.
The other children also are going to call
to their breasts, but they are going to lie.
You can eat filth, but clean the teeth.
Mummy, already is enough.
I also am going to you to be strange.
Give me a hug.
- I love you so much.
- Me too.
- Headress very well
- Good
That the room vibrates. You are going to touch
excellent. We see ourselves soon.
Have a good time in Washington!
Your breast is going to be well?
I am not safe.
- Pardon obstructs, me in the traffic.
- Neither you say it.
Yes. 5913.
This here, Yes.
Hurry!
Two seconds. Pardon.
Its present balance is of $751,000
No, he waits.
- Pardon.
- This falling to him.
It is for an appointment.
Wish me luck.
It takes. Good day has!
Jerry!
Whichever boxes. I had to open your room.,
The whole day they come.
- My boxes?
- Of whom more?
Look at them:
I need to give him something.
It is the revenue of this month and
one of the following
Aries "Warlike" 330
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AMMONIA NITRATE:
F-16 Specifications.
UNKNOWN NUMBER:
The FBI will come to your apartment
in 30 seconds.
You need to escape.
- Who speaks?
- You have been activated, Jerry.
- Who speaks?
- Your observance is vital
- How did it obtain this number?
- You have 24Hr. Veto
Your destiny:
We will guide you from there.
What is this?
The evidence that you have is
irrefutable. 17 seconds.
- I will hang.
- They arrested you for betrayal...
- I will hang!
-... and to violate the law.
- How do I locate myself?
- Maximum Punish : Death
Nothing of this is mine!
- FBI! FBI!
- Throw to the floor
Throw to the floor
FBI to the floor!
- I did not make anything bad.
- Throw you.
Listen, nothing of this is mine.
It is not mine!
Obviously it is an error, No?
I am not making in this room.
It is cold of the demon out
Do you draw?
What?
Do you make sketches?
You have ink in the fingers.
They know that they were mistaken of man, No?
This is a practical joke.
Obvious you did not have
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nothing that to see with this.
Did you love your brother?
Did you hate? or
Did you admire him?
You would say that your brother was to patriot?
When did you dress him for last time?
- In Christmas
- This Christmas?
- It does 3 Christmases.
- Three years?
According to the registries,
you had not called it in a year.
Not him offers texts?
smoke signals?
- Message in Myspace or Facebook?
- What means?
It wants to know Yes eramos
of the binoculars...
...that they use the same shirt
and they walk of the hand? No.
- Not even as it is called.
- Forgive me.
I am Tom Morgan.
I am the agent supervisor
of the Anti Terrorist Force.
They think that I am a terrorist?
No, you are a copying boy.
- I am a copying associate.
- Copying associate.
But your brother, says here
that he was a little but...
we say that your "self-seeker"
I graduate as the Academy of
Air Force to the 21 years, study...
...parallel algorithms and electronic
quantum. Not you what is that.
Commander of cadets, first place...
- work in relations you publish.
- You already.
Why do you left the university?
did your brother influence that?
No, I didn't feel there to pleasure.
So that to study in Stanford?
There is but future in the Copy Cabin
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I see that you traveled a little,
Singapore, Bali
Indonesia. Working
in this and that one.
This does not have anything to do
and so I arrive myself
Why habria to command to me
those things? Tendria that an idiot.
Who I deposit $750 thousands?
Not I deposit who them!
God? Fuew a miracle
He was bad to take the money.
It was a acidente
they do not happen in its universe?
The money I originate myself
in bank YTBC of...
caray, Singapore.
The control the Star of Orion
a corporation of Hezbollah
That does not have anything
that to see with me.
We find arms in your house,
you complete specYesications
Manuals of airplane...
...and 545 kg of fertilizantre
Cnn ammonia nitrate.
Do you plan to become farmer?
I arrive apartment
and there are boxes in all sides.
- They appeared of the anything.
- Yes.
I ask myself Yes your brother
wise person something of this. Clearly
that we have not established
its privacy
We were very intimate today,
in its burial.
It establishes that it?
Somebody me tendio a trap
it does not understand?
- Somebody
- I am called a woman
- They said that they were going to me to arrest.
- Who was?
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Not it!
Yes it knew, diria not it!
This it is bad moment to be
in the business of the terrorism
Your you read newspapers.
Who you think that this winning?
Your rights or my right to tenerte here the time that wants?
It does not matter to me Yes you say to me
the truth on your brother.
It does not concern me for who you work
But you say what you say to me
you have put in
a tremendous nuisance, son.
This is a madness
- I work in a Copy Cabin
- Yes, that you said.
I leave one night in a decade
I am not going it to waste
We go, health!
Skies.
Ponganme to the day
Fights, sex they had luck?
They see that type?
It wants to them to buy a round
No, he is of that drinks
Light Beer
- He is good looking.
- The USA I brought. No.
Who is?
The unique man
that he has not disappointed to me.
Are not taken you without my.
There is a McDonalds opposite
Sight by the window
What is this?
Arriesgarias the lYese by your son?
Rachel Holloman, you have been activated.
This noes graceful.
-.Your observance is vital
- Who is?
We will derail its train
Yes you do not obey to us.
Who does speak?
Don't enter to the restaurant again.
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There is porshe black parked
in corner NE of the street.
The keys are inside.
It begins to walk.
Urgencies, Say the nature
of its emergency
A woman I am called
Not who., said to Me that.
Your telephone this taken part.
Yes you return to disobey
your son will die.
Grant, I cannot read
the file of Shaw.
Grant!
Every time I see less
and the screens are but small
- You can give something me legible?
- I can enlarge the text.
No, papers
How in the old woman times?
- Papers?
- Yes.
Zoe Perez, Investigations
Special, Air Force
Ethan Shaw, the binocular,
it was of ours.
They warned to me that it was going to come
it can speak and walk simultaneously?
I can try.
Law that died in
a car accident.
A truck step
traffic light in Constitution and the 10
The brother receives $750.000 and
materials like abrir a store
of much chateo enemy.
It does not seem to him much coincidence?
What Yes it is a decoy stops
to be relaxing to us of something much greater?
SOLICITOR OF EUA JUSTICE
Attention:
Re:
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It authorizes lamada Jerry Shaw.
Hour to make its call.
- It thought that they were not going to leave to me
- Solicitor I authorize the general it.
Tenian to Ethan Shaw, with its QI
of 183, publicity at mean level.
Why not in ciberguerra?
It insinuates we wasted that them or that him step information to Copy
Cabin?
I insinuate that perhaps Shaw was
a ciedntYesico genius that derailment
and that the Air Force no
it wants to remove his trapitos to the sun.
It thinks what wants,
but I need to interrogate it.
No.
It does not have but remedy.
We do not know Yes those
brothers are guilty or no.
So in the name of the secretary
of the Air Force, I am going to enter.
In the name of the equipment to do
pumps in house of that mequetrefe
it is not going to enter.
We said to you that you fled.
We already planned your escape.
How I enter this line?
who is?
Go to bed right now in the floor.
- What are you talking about?
- 4 seconds, Jerry.
- Nothing of that.
- Already go to bed.
Two seconds.
JERRY SHAW JUMPS.
No!
Yes JERRY; HE JUMPS.
- I did not do this!
- To the floor!
IT APPROACHES THE TRAIN
Passengers standing up,
they do not lean against the doors
Again, 14 Americans die
in Europe and the Middle East.
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Terrorist groups insist that
the West I bring about this campaign.
when bombing one
ceremonioa religious in Afghanistan.
Conversation telephone, Jerry,
Conversation now, Jerry.
Qudate 3 stations
but in the train.
Delay underneath the platform.
You disobeyed, Jerry.
You did not listen to me
Debias haberte been in the meter.
- How they do this?
- The next shutdown is Wilson.
A black Porsche
it would wait for in the exit the northwest to you.
- It listens.
Subete of the side of the passenger.
No, already it finishes.
The man before the door
of exit, black shelter
she is a well-known terrorist.
Jerry Shaw, a terrorist is called.
Your you are Jerry Shaw?
Station Wilson. Bajate.
It is!
- Your you are Jerry Shaw?
- They see here!
- It starts!
- I did everything what you asked to me.
First it tell me that my son this out of danger!
- Your son? of what you speak?
- Yes it passes something to him, I kill to you!
They almost kill me by this!
- Sam Tell me that this good
- Who?
Djame, your you are the woman
that I am called?
- You called to me by telephone?
- No. The woman
I also call to you?
They start.
They leave!
They leave the vehicle!
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Stop!
Care, taken care of!
- Why step this?
- It accelerates.
- Who you are? why they shoot to us?
- It handles.
Clutch!
It accelerates.
It doubles to the right in 60m.
They are persecuting - Them
- Of verad?Who are You?
Nothing of questions.
It doubles to the right.
- Your you do not know anything of Sam?
- Of your son? Not nothing
- The USA clutch before changing!
- I do not need classes stupid idiot!
- You handle thus and I am the stupid idiot one?
- He doubles to the left
Suspect in Porsche goes
to the west on Grand.
- Units, respond, code 3
.There!
They go to 80 km per hour. Quedense
in the second track of the right.
- We are in stop!
- It accelerates now
They block the streets
in Granville and Sheridan.
The traffic lights are green.
Excrement!
Excrement
Acerquense but!
- Excrement!
- It restrains now
Metase!
Km/hora accelerates to 100
Clutch Clutch!
- The USA clutch
It uses - It.
These not putting clutch!
- High, it stops!
- I am not going to stop
It decelerates, these in stop.
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You do not decelerate.
CRUISE CONTROL.
It accelerates to 115.
You are going to be able
- It stops!
- Impossible!
- It restrains.
- I cannot!
- It restrains!
- Stop!
Control restored manual.
They follow right until wharf 15.
They enter the recicladero.
They go away at the end of the wharf.
We will eliminate all the obstacles.
Taken care of! Taken care of!
- It follows ahead.
- It gives the return!
- It gives the return!
- To the right, now!
REMOTE CONTROL.
Excrement!
It takes hold the seat!
I cannot!
- The seat!
- I cannot!
They must jump now.
The crane would loosen the car.
Yes they do not move, they suffocated.
We must jump.
- No!
- We have
When it says already
List?
Already!
I want to two divers in the water!
We go, apurense!
They sent a helicopter to me.
It will arrive in hours.
The car not this to name of anybody?
It watches the number of identYesication
It leaves a message for Sam,
although that you are your, it sucks.
Sam?
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My lYese, listens. Llmame
so soon you receive east message Yes?
My lYese, please.
I want to you.
And the girl?
- What?
- And the girl?
The traffic chambers had
a flaw of 7 minutes.
- We do not have its photo.
- You do not say that to me!
- That said to me,
- I need its identity
You think that they can
to derail a train?
They changed all the traffic lights.
The woman I am called to the cellular one of
a stranger seated next to my.
They removed to me from a security place
principle of an indescribable way.
Soon they rise to us of the face
of the Earth they throw and us in this?
She can derail a train
and to return it a duck.
And what so the ghost cranes
that they helped the boy?
Those cranes do not rise single
to a car like Chinese palitos
I want to know they program as them.
How you said that you were called?
- Rachel.
- I am Rachel.
The hull would berth in 14 minutes.
Aljate of the wharf with the female
It takes freeway 123 this,
it walks to mile 108.
What? was it?
I call the female to you
That they keep all
the properties of Ethan Shaw.
That they do not give back
its personal effects.
You. The legalistic one!
What has on Ethan Shaw?
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I have name. I am the agent Perez.
And it will answer to him
when it returns from DC
- What has in DC?
- The rooms of Shaw.
I need it here. I do not want
to lose my connection with Ethan Shaw
Perhaps is not made it clear.
I do not work for you.
but for the Air Force
It does not extinguish its telephone,
mantendre informed.
Yes bond is watching me, but that is because I am the suspect!
Because Yes they do not give me
good tracks soon
hare degrades that them to a position
that it requires that they touch excrement.
Muevanse, we have much work.
TEST RANGE:
OF ABERDEEN; MARYLAND
Hexametileno. Our last one
chemical explosive.
A single small crystal.
Toilet, undetectable
And one can reduce its size
for secret operations
This is a sonic fuze
The sound frequency
it unties the explosion.
House fuzes this programmed
in order to have the frequency of a crystal.
That frequency unties the explosion.
We finish receiving permission
in order to enciar it to the troops
Today we will send 200 units.
DISPLACED SYSTEM
REENCRUTANDO TO NEW DIRECTION.
To send fuze a:
INSTRUMENTS HASAAD
Repair of instruments
Hasaad Chicago, Illinois.
It signs here.
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The package that you received brings
a small metal valve
It abre the package.
Acquittal the valve and follows
the instructions exactly.
- Already recibio the package.
- Yes, it finishes arriving.
- What stone is?
- Nothing of questions.
Cortla the stone and engastala
following the instructions.
Luggage Station Union
Amtrak Washington, DC
It leaves son
in the station of trains.
It was with friendly
in a bar and your?
The first time they called to me
apartment
- After the boxes?
- Yes.
Then all this is
obvious by your brother.
Whereupon it is obvious no?
Arms, money arrived to you,
airplane manuals.
- They were mistaken of brother
- And my brother was terrorist?
Yes it is not it why?
Pardon, already that it died pore ago
I do not want to insult its memory.
Still one has not become
a memory.
You did not know it. The idea that
she was a terrorist is absurd.
- How you know?
- I sabria that of my brother.
When you spoke
with for the last time?
Listening, hears!
I do not have to explain to me
your son is terrorist?
- Yes, my son Yes.
- Equal of probable that my brother.
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And because these your here?
What you do? you are not driver.
I am attending legal.
I am not connected
- What makes an assistant legal?
- Just like the lawyers of the writing desk.
But they pay $11 to me the hour
and they receive $200 to you already Sherlock?
- That does not explain that we do here
- I not that I do here!
- You are Jerry Shaw?
- Who are You?
It hopes. - The package Sends as she said
What package?
- Now it wants it takes that them no!
- It knows it?
- Echate for back.
- Here this the direction
It takes the keys
Llevese the light truck!
It thinks that I am going to do
this because I am Iranian?
I am American I finish!
Of what it speaks?
- Llevensela! nolo hare!
- Of what it speaks?
Paralo or will die.
Of what this speaking?
- How this seeing us?
- Detenganlo!
- What says?
- Paralo
It must stop!
It must stop!
Unknown number.
- I kill that man
- To desert is not an option.
they take the light truck. They go a
Indianapolis. Street 56 the West #72
They do not arrive after 11s a.m.
It bases Andrews
of the Air Force
Rooms of Ethan Shaw
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- IdentYesication.
- Special Investigation
I obstruct the effects
personal of Shaw
The Two Stars
it gave you order to clean
Contraordenado Estor.
Dme that.
They evacuate. This investigation
it affects the national security.
- It is its binnacle?
- Yes.
I am the agent Perez
It speaks with its heads
They go away without gloves?
They take declarations
and they find out who is the Two Stars
Sir!
We have a positive identYesication!
It has the fried skin,
but we managed to obtain
a partial track that
it corresponds to a certain Raneem Khalid.
He is citizen American, republican, and has a music store.
This but clean that a detergent
- It is an osseous microphone.
- It watches.
Of military quality
Not it compron in Internet.
Somebody was speaking to him.
Department of Defense of EUA.
There is a ciberterrorista
in our computers
putting in the electrical network,
chambers of traffic, cranes.
Those two boys
they did not make this single.
EAGLE EYE:
MILITIAMAN:
Incorrect password!
Computer being
raked. Going out
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Agent Zoe Perez?
Forces of security,
Air Force. Acompaenos.
- In question?
- Subase to the car.
Today violancia in the Middle East
One accuses EUA
to send poryectiles it stops
to destroy a town in Baluquiztan
killing innocent civilians
The attack has generated
suicidal explosions against
embassies of the EUA, abroad
Initial reports indicate that
and that are threats of but violence
WELCOMES TO INDIANAPOLIS.
What makes your son in a train?
It goes to a school where
they teach music
Its school went to Washnigton
It is going to touch in Kennedy Center
That incredible
And your only.
Why you made that noise?
No longer I can make noises?
- You think that it must have gone.
- It is an important room
- Yes it is important.
- A Pope must have gone.
The breast works while
Pope deals with not maintaining the son.
You do not have to know nothing
on responsibility
Your you do not know anything on my.
Your brother died and the lYese
of my son he is in danger.
You do not speak of
I am not joking.
I either!
Jesus, watches what step.
You think that it did not have anything to do?
You pedi that you did not speak of!
Honest with me!
Your brother
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You cannot be released
thus any more!
- You cannot be gone!
- Yes I can.
We have 15 minutes
in order to arrive where we go
I need to you
I could have gone.
It must have gone.
Indianapolis, Indiana.
They go back to the alley of the building
They go to the armored car.
I do not see an armored car.
There this.
Halloway laboratories/Smith
Loading platform A
In 20 seconds they saldran
men of the elevator, will be armed.
One would take a portfolio. tomenlo
and they return to the light truck
- That iocura!
- We are going them to assault?
They have 15 seconds.
Security
Which is its emergencia?
I am not going them to assault!
Excrement
Pon your pistol in the floor
Sight to the front
- him flight the head?
- We do not want to hurt them.
- Loose the briefcase and pateaselo
- They untied a storm
We already are in one
It kicks the briefcase!
it watches the front!
Patealo!
- That nor it is happened to you!
- Echate for back!
Back.
They see and prate here next to
Prate here!
Tmalo with calm.
Volteense. Volteense.
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Volteense!
It runs!
Jerry! he takes!
Quitense!
they do not move!
Loose the pistol!
- Low the pistol!
- Security! they assaulted to us!
There they are, assaulted to us!
They abran step!
Quitense!
They abran step!
Quitense!
JERRY SEES THE DOOR
Jerry! this way
They abran step!
JERRY ENTERS PARKING
You see that?
- You are Jerry Shaw?
- Yes.
Please, it enters.
Please.
- Thanks,
- It happens, please.
- What is that?
- A chronometer
Why?
What uses chronometers?
Only the microwaves and
The pumps.
You were going to say pumps.
- The coffee pots.
- Yes, it is a coffee pot.
Excellent.
The Pentagon
The United States.
Secretary of Defense
We mobilize to all
those that we could.
I want reports of the general
McKenna hourly.
There is a military base to 59km
of the port, they send airships
It comes with me.
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It excuses, but me this
removing from the case of Shaw
Removing? Agent, is first
time that there are traido on board.
They return to the bus in
A ground attack
American is imminent.
In the last 2 days, we have received 200 terrorist threats.
All from the day
that Ethan Shaw died.
An accident
Or no.
It is going to help to us to find out it.
- Mr. Secretario.
- Horsemen.
It did not think that there was 36o. floor.
I am glad that even we pruned
to have some secrets.
What has in the briefcase?
a pump?
It vetoes to Macy's Service to the client
There are two cards of gYest
They have 25 minutes to buy
new clothes and to approach the bus.
It already is satiated to me to receive
you order by telephone.
That fast. They finished
to play the hidden ones?
We are not esconciendo ourselves
There is a Circuit City,
secondly floor, North corner.
It enters and it looks for
Theater for the home
We are hoping to you.
This here.
- Sir.
- Greater.
- Greater Williams Bowman
- Agent Zoe Perez.
Bievenida by rough estimate of Eagle.
- Hello. Welcomes.
- We needed time single.
- We have supplies.
- We looked for Soon it.
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Here this in agreement?
I already finish.
DATA BASE:
JERRY DAMON SHAW
What is this?
This you are your. This he is Jerry Shaw.
A series of purchases,
quantYesiable preferences and data
that we defined as
your personality.
We inspect all
the social networks
Internet newspapers,
instananeos messages and of text
met associates,
your friendly, companions
electronic post office
received and sent
use of cellular.
We use camarasde security,
monitoring and traffic.
in order to analyze movements.
We use this information stops
to form personality profiles.
We know who are
We are in all sides.
Who?
WE THE TOWN.
We the town
of the United States
in order to form one
perfect union but
to establish justice, to assure
the tranquility domestic servant
to order to us of the common defense "
- All the programmed options
- Options?
search of sectors and data
lowered they would take to this central control.
You are a computer?
It greets our analyst
of Integration of Information.
We called Aryan
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It processes all the data,
it looks for landlords
and aid to predict
the movements of.
possible suspects
including its behavior.
motivation, until personality.
Transferring function
of busqyeda to auxiliary monitor.
Haoal, Callister secretary
Aryan
the agent Zoe Perez
of the Air Force.
You would help it in his
investigation of Ethan Shaw
Yes, Mr. Secretario.
Hello, agent Perez
Perez, Zoe.
Secondly Soledad name
File indicates that its reports
they are complete, although badly formatted.
Please, disculpenos.
There is a threat with 76% of
validity in the airport of Los Angeles.
Alerting authorities
of the airport and police
These gold spheres
they send data infrared.
and cut communications
that it considers a threat
It analyzes them and it says to us
to that to pay attention to him
We are even proving it
but I want to put it in line soon.
Mr. Secretario?
It has a call.
- Mantenganse to as much.
- Yes, Sir.
And it finds out of Shaw.
- Greater.
- Sir.
Your profile reveals an aversion
to the conformity, the education
to a race, until a to vote
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We conclude that you need
extreme coercion for motivarte.
Not like your brother,
that it was only motivated.
How you know brother?
It worked in press.
That was a disguise
All, in counterespionage,
they have one.
Ethan was a militiaman, like I.
I exercise, navy, Air Force.
The Armed Forces tenian
militiaman here in turns of 12 hours
in case aparecia one emenaza
and for mechanical things.
The night that Ethan died
I leave its position
One never does that. Never.
I need that both
they complete a work
- Which?
- To protect the national security.
The Constitution allows
that it recruits civilians for the defense
Olvidalo You do not know me
nor brother!
I am not going to work for
the national defense
We know everything approaches
of, Jerry, and of you.
Before being a year old,
Ethan way
I have been 18 months to you
to manage to do the same.
From where you removed that?
Subi of his
computer in its house
Jerry, the pie!
We are going to extinguish the candles.
Although they are of identical appearance
you do not have the motivation nor
talent I help that it to excel.
It is already enough
You are dYesferent from Ethan
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in all the senses.
Except in one.
They have 14 minutes to change
of appearance and to return to the bus.
We have 14 minutes
Halloway-Smith them contract
in order to take a species of case.
- The chemical company?
- Exact.
The content of that case
this into the hands of Shaw.
Damages a minute.
We need to know
that there was in that case.
They never say to us that it contains.
It can be the bubonic plague or Viagra.
They do not know anything absolutely?
- And these guns?
- What have?
- They are Remington 879 of pumping.
-.
Dame one
they maintained how them?
- Dame one!
To that one talks about?
In which position
tenian the guns?
By elemplo thus?
Or like in a musical video
or something thus?
- They were not professional!
- That wanted to know.
- They do not sabian to be marksmen?
- No.
Sacale which you can
to Batman and Robin
Thanks!
We review the chambers
Shaw him firing to one, but
You do not say to me, Everything was put
black by magic art.
Hello I am Thomas Morgan, of the FBI.
- Their chambers are part of a network?
- No.
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The recorder this back.
I need tapes.
Sam!
- Oi your message The train is fabulous!
- Where these?
- Brian treatment of eructar the alphabet.
- Escuchame Escuchame!
I am going to you to call of Washngton.
Goodbye, sucks.
Your son I leave that message
for 60 seconds.
The volveras to see. But we required
that you do something before
- No.
- Yes not it beams, Sam dies.
You have 6 minutes stops
to return to the bus.
- Ready?
- It takes.
These good?
We would have to go to us.
Gentleman, ternemos something!
This screen of here.
Freeze it. Approach
to the front of the bus.
Put it in another monitor.
You do an approach here.
You can acercarte but?
It improves that taking.
That is the subject.
That is Jerry Shaw
Give me an approach of this point.
There, the reflection.
There. Hi heart.
We have a white female,
brown hair, 25-29 years, 1.75m.
Look at this bus!
Masako... M A S A K O
Tours of tourists.
That hour they rose?
Pardon reason why I said of Ethan.
Tapeworm a rocket tied to the back.
And it was not its fault, thus was.
And I was not I took root.
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I was the opposite thing and was
the brother warily.
That was my paper
and it was good for that.
Always it tried to help me.
Throw it this way Write it That this
way Put the foot here,
Until with the small things.
The task, the works, towards the...
...and it said that I was for
that my father praised to me.
Like that was Ethan.
I never filed nothing. Never.
Not that he will be this,
but the era leaves from it.
I feel I need my support for it.
It was what I should.
We approached
to the international airport
Please they leave with care
and they do not forget its properties
Thanks
Attention, Passengers. Do not leave your
luggage neglected
The airport police may revise the baggage
unattended.
Thank you for your cooperation
Yes, I am walking towards them
She was sent
They go to the machine,
they remove its tickets with the card
And they walk to the doors 1C
They already have them.
Pretty photo.
I need that they watch all
the exits. The first safe area
It sees the tower and deten
all the flights.
You do not change boards
so that they do not know that we came.
It extinguishes its cellular one, please.
FBI:
Take the shoes and the hats
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from him!
They remove the computers
of its cases!
They have passes of approaching ready!
It puts that in the strap.
Lady?
- Shoes in the container.
- Pass.
Pass.
Pass. Their pass of approaching,
please.
That it has a safe trip.
Change the screen.
FBI!
Stop! Stop!
Move!
Stop!
Take emergency exit.
- Stop!
- This way!
They do not rise Come out!
Sir
I need his help, comes
They would not have to be here!
Call to security!
Hurry
Quickly.
CALCULATING OPTIONS
TO TURN ASIDE TO ZONE
OF STORAGE.
TO TURN ASIDE TRACK SOUTH.
To go to transport airplane
Track 3
Air Force EUA.
They leave the portfolio.
Open it.
They load a cartridge
in each syringe and inyectense.
- What is?
- One drugs experimental.
The load warehouse
not this pressurized
The injections would lower their pulse,
reducing the oxcigeno necessity.
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- Raise the sleeve to yourself.
- I cannot do this.
- I cannot.
- We have.
They have 92% of probabilities
to survive.
We have.
Haganlo or or would choke.
Metanse in the huacal.
Calm
What makes that airplane in the track?
The military can ignore
ierre of terminal.
It collaborates with the FAA
It finds out that it takes and where goes.
You are going to survive. Speech
Speaking we are going to surpass this.
Tell me what is it.
Something that you will never say
to a stranger.
You are very kind, but it does not work.
Your ex- husband. Tell me of.
You are going to be relaxing speaking to me
of the worse error of my lYese?
It was not your but great error.
You have to Sam.
Now you are relaxing speaking to me
than but I fear to lose.
You are dYesficult to please!
Pardon.
Your son is handsome?
Yes? how it shines?
You have a photo?
- Yes.
- Allow me to see.
- There this one.
- This tooth her went out already.
- I wait for that.
- It is an old photo.
You see? You are a good influence.
It plays,
he is smiling, has teeth.
You are punished without reason.
It follows how is called your husband?
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- Ex-.
- Ex- husband, how he is called?
- Craig.
- He seems to be a goat.
Yes, he is a goat.
every year forgets to him
the birthday of its son.
Really?
That horror
After he throws it...
...I was dying of fear, did not know
that it was going to do.
Until one night...
...between it had 3 months of age to
Sam's quarter...
...and there it was, sonriendome.
And this is carita...
And I thought:
I can do this.
At any cost.
I do not go to...
I am not going to disappoint you.
Please pon the binnacle of
the night that died Ethan Shaw
Initiating binnacle
of video 1-1-3-7-Z
Here is major.
Does it see? It went away 3 minutes
before time...
...without waiting for one
solid confirmation.
- It can return to happen?
- Clearly.
It saw that?
With its cellular one.
It did it deliberately.
Is it a key Morse?
Yes.
It takes.
FIRE:
Why this
walking in circles?
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Extinguishing video to analyze.
EXTINGUIDOR.
This signal has priority
Continuous.
I request excuses to him. There are sectors
of compressed data.
- It follows with the signal!
- Erased Sequence of video.
It sees copies
You do not erase this, has priority!
Bowman
Copialo you do not lose it!
This it is the unique place
that it cannot see
This way.
It is a memory card
Of the cellular one of Ethan
You cannot exceed your authority
and to act independently.
Let us go!
PLAN OF EVACUATION OF THE PENTAGON.
They authorized the landing
in the Pentagon.
Forward.
I am in the pentagon
Ethan was not an adversary
nor it worked in relations you publish
It worked 36 floors under earth
for the Secretary of Defense.
The Secretary of Defense?
Yes, in a called project
Eye of Eagle
Oi a message that I leave
It is very important.
SIGNAL OF CELLULAR
INTERFERING.
Perez?
Gentleman, accompany.
I have 10 min. before
they shut in that me for the speech.
We need 3 min. of its time.
- One is Ethan Shaw?
- Yes, Sir.
Confirmed confinement stops
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the presidential speech
CLOSING INTERCOMMUNICATION.
HORN AVAILABLE.
All the threats that we
have traced...
Wait.
PERDIO THE SIGNAL.
LOOKING FOR RECOGNITION
SPEECH LINE OF VISION
LOOKING FOR RECOGNITION
SPEECH LINE OF VISION
ANALYZING:
INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION.
Ethan Shaw I leave his I can
before time to warn to us.
LOOKING FOR ACCESS APPARATUS
WIRELESS:
LOOKING FOR SOURCES
OF VIBRATION:
- I order to You that ceases and you stop.
- They ignored the recommendation to abort
inciting retaliation
against Americans.
In order to avoid but deaths
executive authority must be destroyed.
You cannot exceed your authority
and to act independently
The Declaration of
Independence says:
When a government form
she becomes destructive
the town has
the right to aboliar it.
- Not this within your power.
- The control chain...
The section 2-1-6 of the Law Patriot
allows us...
to evade the legal requirements when
there is a threat to the nation
In this case, the control chain.
- I order to You that you stop
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- Operation Guillotine this in force.
Shaw lieutenant initiating
displacement of the systems of Aryan
This contravening
the objective of the program
- Militiaman 8808.
- He is an enemy of the state..
They assure encripcition voice.
which acarra
the capital punishment.
Gentleman...
of what recommendation
to abort Aryan speech?
For 3 days, dreiamos to have catched
to Majid Al-Khoei and many others.
But intelligence was false.
Aryan treatment to stop to us
Do we kill the wrong guy?
I need that they close this level
Nobody enters without happening for me.
They only disembarked this article
of c-17 of the Dayton
Allow me to see it.
I need access to the 36th floor.
- We do not have 36th floor.
- They have Yes it.
That its commander
he reaches to us there, we go.
EXTERNAL CONTROLS
DEACTIVATED:
Warning:
of enrutador in disc three.
It removes the network Y-12
of the main unit.
Thanks for respecting the order.
Jerry Shaw, Rachel Holloman,
welcomes to the Eye of Eagle.
They cross the bridge
They raise the observation theater.
Rachel Holloman move away from Herry Shaw
What is operation Guillotine?
It is a maneuvers
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An exercise against terrorism.
In order to cause that government operates to him
Yes they eliminate the succession chain
Shaw put a padlock to him
biometric to stop it.
True. He... he is dead.
So without Ethan Shaw
this congealed
True.
No.
Jerry Shaw, your following work:
Acercate to the biometric analyzer.
You do not move.
Confirmed biometric landlord
of militiaman Ethan Shaw
VerYesying identYesication.
VerYesying.
VerYesying
I need to carry out one
emergencia debranching
Yes this is correct,
he is very dangerous.
Do it.
Secreatrio Callistyer speaks
There is a flaw, abran the vault
Does somebody hear me?
Yes, Mr. Secretary won't suffer any damage.
This way! Let us go!
Follow me!
Let us go!
It follows, to the left
PROFILE CORRESPONDS 100%
IdentYesication of militiaman 8808
Ethan Shaw, confirmed.
Jerry Shaw, sees
contact screen.
The oration repeats
in the contact screen.
And you would be free.
Militiaman number 8808
to deactivate padlock of voice code.
VOICE IDENTITY:
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ANALYZING:
VOICE TRACK:
DEACTIVATED PADLOCK.
Operation Guillotines
it resumes active state.
in congruence with
security directives
Raking white excellent:
Secretaries of security,
veterans, education, salubrity
President of the Senate, Spokesman
of the Congress, Vice-president
President of the EUA.
BLANMCOS LIS PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT
Operation Guillotine this in force.
Ethan treatment of pararte
Ethan Shaw challenge
objectives of my program
That truck not step
a stop, your you caused that.
We had to eliminate it in altars
of the national security.
She provoked it.
Jerry Shaw cannot follow
alive to reactivate the padlock
It is necessary to eliminate Jerry Shaw.
I am sorry about it.
Bush to Jerry Shaw and salt
You must follow for encontrate with your son.
This good.
This good.
Do it and looks for your son.
Do it.
Now, Rachel Holloman
Do it.
Do it.
I cannot.
You did not obey the order
Violation of security in B36
It has a weapon! It has a weapon!
- Throw!
- Make it!
Ponte of knees
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it leaves the pistol!
- Leave it
- Already make it.
- Push it
- Hands on the head
- Make it!
- Where this the girl?
Where this the girl?
You have left a work. Jerry Shaw
he will be eliminated by other means.
Average what?
Accompany.
It does not make questions.
Please.
I need to speak with.
Tapeworm a pistol
They have it to the military
I am going to call to the general solicitor.
I am going to speak with somebody
You do not understand the possibilities
- What you want?
- It is important
For 16 hours, an explosive
desaparecio of a test range.
He calls himself " hex" and it is a glass detonated
by a sonic fuse.
- A crystal?
- Yes.
- It disappeared very little, but...
- Dame a proportion
A crystal flies
soccer field.
You chose the worse moment
to be useful
Please, digame where we go
It tracks the shipment of the fuze.
They were sent it to the type that was
under cables. Raneen Khalid
- The one of the music store?
- Yes, exact.
We will not happen to history like
the idiots who allowed this.
They abran the door!
They do not know what is going to happen
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Tom Morgan
The general solicitor
We are combat ready orange.
Good. Dejenlo to leave.
- Remembers the voice that mentions?
- Cllate
Thanks, boys.
They can dismiss to me by this
Cllate or I give to us to both.,
VISITOR:
Sigame.
There is one but for
Capitol Limited of 6:30 p.m.
Long ago cold outside
Here this mine. Vmonos.
Mr. Miller!
- Hello, I am Chris Carrik
- Tom Donaldson.
We are of the White House
- It passes something?
- No, there was a change of plans
In which felt?
Prize to Commendable Services.
For you
It wants that she changes
That is its family?
They are its parents?
David, certainly
you want so much as I son.
Sam is called.
This in a train
you know something of that?
Perhaps we pruned ourselves to help the one the other.
Please.
When it finishes, it uses the system
subterranean of the Capitol. Pardon.
David, please!
- Pardon, has 3 minutes.
I want to know everything. The girl,
the computer, hex, everything!
- Hex?
- The exploisivo crystal.
- Not that he is that
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- Lie, speaks!
Him right of perpetual ownership that not
Escucheme!
The computer us
this raking, Throws everything.
What?
Its cellular one, to biper, all
that it has signal, for outside.
LOST OF CELLULAR SIGNAL
LOCATING JERRY SHAW
LOCATED:
TO ACTIVATE MQ9 REAPER.
Agachate!
Agachate!
- What happens?
- My controls Deactivated.
MANDI OF THE NORTH
- I need a hunting
- We identYesied a MQ Reaper
To change vector 230 to 132
Authorized to enter with ready arms,
Understood, I have visual contact.
PILOT EXPELER F-16
I do not have control.
There is a list of targets
The president. 12 people.
- The speech is in 20 minutes.
- Activated detonator Said.
And the girl?
I leave - It lives, not because.
A sonic fuze detonates
the pump. The tapeworm the fried type.
Vendia instruments
something has sense?
The son of Rachel touches the trompeta.
We must go to us.
It leaves the car
It leaves.
FBI:
There that tunnel.
CALCULATING SPACE.
SUFFICIENT.
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Excrement
Taking.
You are going it to need.
Escuchame.
The library of the Congress
there there is a tunnel
It would take you to the capitol.
It finds the specially assigned officer
Dile that you have a POTUS 111.
It is a threat to the president.
I only say POTUS 111.?
It vetoes of here
That thing is going to return.
It vetoes, vetoes!
Fijense where they are above
they lower! that is!
- That brilliant
- God mine
- We go!
- We go!
- The library of the Congress?
- Larguese!
Ms Crawley?
Ms Cwarley
Welcome to the Capitol.
The Sen McDonnell said that
llegaria it takes. Sigame
Aryan, why no
you are going to me to kill?
Our recommendation
to abort it was ignored
causing violent retaliation
against American citizens.
A change of regime
it is the unique solution
You dirigira the new government
like president of the EUA
Ayudame Saca these.
- what are?
- Blocks of memory
This the slow volvera but, but
the central system this in the crane
Please they replace
the blocks of memory high frequency
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It is like its brain, prote'ge'
by liquid nitrogen.
We drained Yes it, the freimos.
- It cannot happen
- Tom Morgan FBI, JTTF
I have a possible POTUS 111.
Dejeme to happen
They hear!
They allow its attention me?
Saxofones, remembers
The precise blacks but.
And arriving at crescendo
in the Earth of the free men
they maintain that fa high.
And they smile
Not every day they touch
for the president.
ACTIVATED FUZE:
Here this
something but, Ms Crowley?
No, thanks.
Lady spokeswoman
the cabinet of the president
POTUS 111.
There is a pump in the building
Nobody can enter
Without exceptions
Tom Morgan FBI Retroceda!
- Dme its spouses
- Tomelo with calm.
- Dme its spouses.
- Here they are
Lady Spokeswoman!
The president of the United States.
ALL THE TARGETS IN ITS PLACE
Corruption of data at critical level.
This violating the protocols
of national security
Looking for options available
Raising remote satellite.
Sent Infiormacin 3%
- Bowman what you do?
- Sending its memory to another side.
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Bowman
In the last three days
they were killed
by brutales acts of terror
Clean tunnel
And hatred.
I say to them tonight
that they could divide the heart to us
but never they would break the spirit to us.
Sent information 17%
Perez. Zoe, You are classYesied
like enemy del been
this in force
For almost 200 years in the war of 1812 Francis Scott Key...
it saw from a boat
the bombing of the strong McHenry
Then also we were killed some
But our flag sigui
waving, proud discharge and
And its admiration. one became
our national anthem
Today this here the orchestra of
Barrow school of Hyde Park, Illinois
Sam!
Pongamonos standing up...
so that they elevate our spirit
around that flag
and to show that our union
it is so hard as always.
Oh, tell me, you can see
With the light of the dawn
What with pride we saluted
To the last light of the twilight
Whose wide strips
and brilliants stars
The security head?
The pumps exploding in the air
They demonstrated all night
It tell me still it waves
that full star flag
on the Earth of
They do not rise
Children leave, leave!
It sucks.
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Jerry, very well
He is to him!
Not yet there are suspects in
attack to the Blair tunnel and the Capitol
nor information on the paper
that performance Jerry Shaw
an attempt of murder
a transport chaos
and no suspect
not one arrest
some idea of
who is responsible
of the attack of the ciberterror
but great in American ground?
The committees of espinaje of
the legislative chambers met
in order to discuss like preventing
but security violations
The Aryan project
it has been cancelled
All the assigned to have
be tranferidos to other works.
We are not going to stop reuniting
information reason why step here.
No, we cannot
I only that
we committed many errors
And good people payment
the high price but by them
That is a debt
that we will never be able to pay.
We can honor but it
And we can leave
its sacrYesice remembers to us
that sometimes the medidad that
we take to protect our freedom
they become threats
for the same freedom.
- Hello, small.
- Jerry!
You see yourself but great
how are you?
- Happy birthday to you
- Band of Rock for my?
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No, it is so that your breast
it practices in its battery
Yes it is for you
Happy birthday to you.
- Sam that is said?
- Thanks
It does not have of which
They watch is rock band
We are going to play
- Pardon to arrive late...
- Thanks for acordarte
It cheers to me that you have come.
Me also
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